
Case Study

Objective
WSHL sought DTP’s support in a pre-due diligence exercise 
to consider partnership options for WSHL. WSHL is currently 
non-compliant with the Regulator of Social Housing (RSH) 
standards.

For the last 12 months, the leadership of the business has 
been focused upon an agreed recovery plan, with the aim of 
delivering a viable, stable business, with a clear long-term 
future of providing high quality services for our customer 
cohort.

Having delivered the significant internal change required to 
deliver stability, leadership focus has moved to long-term 
planning.

As part of this, WSHL Board elected to investigate options 
to partner with other organisations to create increased 
organisational strength, improved delivery capabilities and to 
accelerate WSHL’s route to regulatory compliance.

What we did
The scope of the exercise was to identify, assess and report 
upon options to enable WSHL’s leadership to decide upon 
a preferred strategic route for detailed due diligence and 
negotiation.

WSHL sought DTP’s support based upon (1) DTP’s knowledge 
of both the wider social housing sector and the SSH 

WSHL are delighted with DTP’s work with us throughout each stage of the activity. In particular, Andy’s contributions – 
in supporting both the CEO and WSHL Board – were realistic, insightful and of fundamental value in achieving the 
outcomes to the agreed timescale. The role of DTP as an independent advisor lent the activity an additional gravitas to 
evidence our intent and delivery clearly to our key stakeholders, including the Regulator of Social Housing. Of particular 
note, we were impressed with DTP’s ability and willingness to: 
•	 utilise relevant experience and knowledge, but to frame it within the unique context of the situation
•	 maintain	overt	focus	upon	the	targeted	value	and	end	points
•	 embrace	difficult	conversations	and	make	challenging	recommendations	
•	 demonstrate	a	bias for action and positive outcomes

Andy and the team readily moved between strategic advisory, process consulting and ‘sleeves rolled-up’ tactical delivery; 
whatever was necessary to support WSHL in hitting the outputs and deadlines. 

DTP have become a trusted and supportive advisor and WSHL would not hesitate in using them again in the future.

Steve Fensom, Chief Executive Officer

A different perspective

mini-sector (2) DTP’s experience of M&A transactions and 
their nuances in the sector and (3) DTP’s approach to 
assessing the assignment.

In respect of the latter, DTP’s focus was in ensuring clarity 
over WSHL strategy, assignment scope and targeted value 
and DTP’s ability to add material value before accepting the 
assignment.

DTP’s role was multi-faceted, to work jointly with the CEO in:

•	 shaping	the	overall	approach;

•	 leading	on	specific	areas	–	specifically	the	financial	and	
cultural	assessments;

•	 completing	joint	analysis;	

•	 acting	as	trusted	advisor	to	CEO;	and	

•	 acting	as	independent advisor to WSHL Board, to provide 
assurance on the quality of the process and impartiality 
in analysis.

The CEO and Andy Roskell, DTP MD, worked closely 
throughout the process from inception to decision-point, 
culminating in Andy facilitating a session for WSHL Board to 
review the analysis, consider recommendations and achieve 
a decision on moving WSHL forward. 

While DTP have experience in similar exercises in this sector, 
this assignment was particularly challenging, due to the 
nature and status of both the mini-sector and WSHL itself. 

Board support in assessing partnership options
Westmoreland Supported Housing Limited (WSHL) is a registered provider of 
long-term lease-based Specialist Supported Housing.

Westmoreland Supported Housing Limited


